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A delightful memoir of understanding how to eat superbly while remaining gluten free of
charge.—Newsweek magazine""Give yourself a treat! Compiled by award-earning blogger
Shauna James, who became a ""— This is a story if you are interested in changing his or her life
from the inside out!delicious recipes, this book will guide readers to the easy pleasures of
actual, healthful food.Alice Bast, executive director National Foundation for Celiac
Recognition""Shauna's meals, the ignition of healthy with delicious, explodes with taste—like
salmon with blackberry sauce, sorghum bread, and lemon olive oil cookies and also resources
for all those living gluten-free of charge.Linda Carucci, writer of Cooking College Secrets for
Real World Cooks and IACP Cooking Teacher of the Year, 2002An entire generation grew up
to trust that cooking meant starting a box, ripping off the plastic material wrap, adding
drinking water, or popping it in the microwave.John La Puma, MD, New York Times bestselling co-
author of The RealAge Diet plan and Cooking the RealAge Method""A breakthrough first
publication by a gifted writer never what We expected from a story about living with celiac
disease. Foodies just about everywhere will love this book. Celiacs will make it their bible.gluten-
free.""— Gluten-Free Female, using its gluten-free healthful strategy, seeks to bring a love of
eating back to our diet programs. Living gluten-free means having to give up traditional
breads, beer, pasta, along with the foods where gluten loves to conceal—s own lifestyle
including wholesome, interested in food  Gluten-Free Female offers delectable tips on dining
and coping with zest– Nevertheless, Gluten-Free Girl shows readers how to say yes to the foods
they are able to consume.once she was diagnosed with celiac disease and went gluten-free,
Gluten-Free Girl is filled up with funny accounts of the author’such as store-bought ice cream,
chocolate bars, sometimes nuts that might have been dusted with flour.""— Includes a large
number of recipes evidence positive that people who choose to consume gluten-free may do
it with passion, perfection, and power.
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there are much better books out there The book provides errors and is disorganized. Much less
good as I had hoped Shauna Ahern's "Gluten-Free Female" blog was among the first that I
came across after discovering my own issues with gluten. Five Stars not enough words to
express just how much I loved it Pass What an arrogant, stuck-up, obnoxious woman.... and
lifestyle transform into something absolutely amazing through the years I learned about Gluten
Free Lady when my second son was little and also have watched her blog page, cooking, and
existence transform into something totally amazing through the years. as would more particular
tips structured in a usable method. clear, and it had been obnoxious. Great condition!" Most
likely a small pamphlet's worth of borderline useful details. Gluten Free baking/cooking
disappointed didn't provide a bread recipe. I wanted more about meals and less about the
author's personal lifestyle. Also, the content had not been what I expected. She acts like her
inability to tolerate gluten can be/was tantamount to a health care provider telling her she
has terminal cancer. Just awful. It is a great food blog page in displaying a "sunny part" of
living gluten-free,therefore i was excited to read Ahern's book. Author also acquired an app
that's mentioned on her behalf website/blog and the ratings for that app have become bad
therefore didn't want to purchase that either. I was impressed with this Writer but the follow-up
on the end is definitely lacking. She relates an anecdote of an anxious, hesitant-to-reply,
stammering gal in a course of hers who she was in her head screaming at to "spit it out
already! I'd not recommend the book to anyone. Author has another cookbook that may have
the recipe, but don't want to purchase that publication. While I liked parts, I came across the
reserve a disappointment overall.Three details: I came across that Ahern's ecstasy over food is
way better used the 'small bites' of her blog, instead of in longer book form. Annoying Writing I
came across the writer's personality coming thru loud & Additionally, I think she actually is
rather hard on her parents in general and their food behaviors in particular, which is off-
putting, especially provided how supportive Ahern reports them to become once she received
a medical diagnosis. Lastly, the sprinkling of quality recipes made an appearance yummy, but
many do include dairy,without suggested substitutions, making them unusable for the lactose-
intolerant (a very common problem in the GF community). It really is exhausting after a chapter
or two. Excellent quick shipping! Probably other loud abrasive people like the article writer
would relate with her (it's okay to have that personality). One needs to take extreme treatment
in determining whether or not a product contains gluten directly through substances or
indirectly through cross contamination. in that person". Threw the publication in the trash.
Nothing earth-shattering A good attempt, but writing is somewhat haphazard and run-on.
Author has a youtube video of her producing the sandwich bread recipe but doesn't provide
substances on the video. disappointed." She constantly repeats herself and I'm not sure how
this reserve was actually published. There are pages and pages of her simply listing a dishes
she ate accompanied by "Find, you can eat well on gluten-free. Gluten-Free Female not the
book for me personally Didn't appreciate the offensive vocabulary. She spends countless
chapters and webpages emphasizing that which could be summed up in asentence two:
Modern, conventional food is plagued directly with gluten containing components and
indirectly with gluten cross contamination. But if you're a more low-crucial subdued person, you
might find her writing to end up being "loud &" Definitely nothing at all noteworthy in the 250
pages of pretty much random, repetitive rambling and didn't care at all for the writer. Terrible
writing, bitchy personality of the writer comes out as smug and judgmental. sad. Do not waste
your cash. The rare recipes that you have to trawl through tales of her sex lifestyle to find are
unoriginal and just plain poor.better editing could have helped; Each cookbook that her and



her husband publish adds so much more in gluten free of charge options than I ever could
have imagined. Having one of her cookbooks is like having a small piece of her life as I know
that all of the quality recipes are properly and lovingly examined. I continue to keep this
cookbook within easy reach to refer back to it, even after so many years as it is still very useful.
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